
Sue Pandiani

There comes a rare time when a teacher enters your life and offers you important 
and priceless lessons. This teacher epitomizes what education should be about -- 
nurturing the mind of an individual with sensitivity, creativity, and encouragement.

My teacher is someone I technically never had but wish I did growing up. I've had 
the honor to watch this amazing teacher in action and be a part of her classroom 

for a day, thinking how lucky her students are to have Ms. Pandiani in their lives.

"Crow Boy":

Written by Taro Yashima, this timeless classic offers an important message - to recognize and 
encourage the uniqueness in each individual. Such a message has permeated into Sue's 
teaching (what a priceless gift for her students!).
Running:

Not only is it good for the body but healthy for the imagination. It is during her runs when Sue's 
creative juices start to flow.
Sister Katherine Patrice:

This Notre Dame nun was an advocate for a young and growing Sue by simply believing in her.

Music:



As a source of inspiration, relaxation, and energy, this art form is beloved both in Sue's 
professional and personal life.
Ruthie:

A beloved cousin who had Down's Syndrome, Sue fondly remembers Ruthie as always being 
happy and affectionate with her as well as giving her unconditional love. Her relationship with 
Ruthie inspired Sue's own volunteer work with Down Syndrome children and adults.
Children's literature:

Whether it is the captivating illustrations, the simplicity or the powerful message of the story, this 
genre is an integral part of Sue's curriculum. Through her classroom's "Book Talks", her 
students share their thoughts and feelings about literature.
Technology:

Utilizing technology in her classroom has allowed Sue to teach beyond the school walls. 
Whether emailing to a Russian boy, to following the voyage of a sailing ship or publishing her 
students' works on line, learning becomes a gift of sharing, exploring, and connecting.
Aidan:

As her older sister's boyfriend, Aidan inspired Sue at a young age to become a teacher. He also 
was the brother she never had and would later become her brother-in-law.
PALMS:

PALMS (Partnerships Advancing the Learning of Mathematics and Science) is a cooperative 
initiative of the Massachusetts Department of Education and the National Science Foundation. 
PALMS introduced Sue to a constructivist approach to learning which she has embraced in her 
teaching.


